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Abstract 
Introduction: Biliary cystadenomas and cystadenocarcinomas are rare cystic neoplasms that 
represent <5% of all hepatobiliary cystic masses and are extremely difficult to differentiate by 
non-invasive modalities.  Aspiration of these cysts to alleviate patient symptomology and obtain 
a definitive diagnosis is suggested; however, due to the possibility of seeding during drainage, 
and with metastatic potential, aspiration is discouraged and surgical resection is recommended.  
Case Presentation: The patient presented with a possible biliary cystadenoma through 
inconclusive imaging. The centrally located mass obstructed visualization of the hepatic 
vasculature eliminating the possibility of en bloc resection. A nasal trumpet was surgically 
adhered to the surface and drainage was accomplished through the lumen of the trumpet. 
There was no possibility of leakage, allowing for mass removal.  
Conclusion: This innovative surgical resection of a centrally located biliary cystadenoma that 
obstructed visualization of the hepatic vasculature and created a difficult and potentially 
dangerous procedure, avoided any seeding and leaking, resulting in successful surgical removal 
of the biliary cystadenoma.  
Keywords: drainage of large abdominal cyst, resection 
Introduction 

Biliary cystadenomas (BCA) and 
cystadenocarcinomas (BCAC) are rare cystic 
neoplasms that represent less than five 
percent of all hepatobiliary cystic masses [1]. 
These lesions arise most often in the liver 
and, with less frequency, in the bile ducts [1]. 
BCA is most often associated with 

asymptomatic middle-aged women (90%), 
and, thus, diagnosis is often incidental [2]; 
however, diffuse abdominal pain may occur. 
While BCA are benign and do not pose direct 
harm to the patient, they possess the ability 
to undergo malignant transformation and 
thus, have the potential to recur and 
metastasize [1]. While BCA are easily 
differentiated from simple cysts due to the 
multiloculated nature and presence of septae 
within the cyst as determined by ultrasound, 
CT, or MRI, precise identification of BCA by 
imaging has proven to be difficult [3]. Image 
guided aspiration of suspected BCA has been 
suggested [4]; however, due to potential 
malignancy and possibility of seeding during 
drainage [4], this is not considered a viable 
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Figure 1: Imaging of the cyst. 
a) Biliary Cyst on CT: Referral CT scan 
illustrating the cyst (circled) and the drainage 
site b) Fluoroscopy: Note the pigtail catheter. 
With contrast, communication with the biliary 
tree could not be ruled out, retaining biliary 
cystadenoma in the differential, a 
contraindication for ethanol ablation.  c) MRI 
of the biliary cyst: Noted are the thickened 
septae ruling out a simple cyst. 
 option. In fact, fenestration, aspiration, 

sclerosis, internal drainage, marsupialization 
or partial resection with or without cavity 
ablation has been shown to result in high 
recurrence rates (80-90%), thus, complete 
surgical resection is considered the standard 
of care [5]. 

Here we report a case of BCA in which a 
novel surgical technique was used to drain 
the cyst in a manner that eliminates the 

possibility of dissemination and resulted in 
appropriate surgical removal. 

Technical Case Report 

The patient is a 30-year-old white female 
(BMI of 46.7) with a medical history of a 
cholecystectomy, ulcers, dysphagia, GERD, 
diabetes insipidus, and multiple removals of 
simple liver cysts. She presented to another 
facility with nausea and abdominal pain.  CT 
imaging revealed a cyst of the left hepatic 
lobe of her liver segment 3/4b within the 
proximity of the biliary tree. The cyst was 
found to be approximately 30 cm in size and 
was aspirated at an outside facility.  Cytology 
revealed a serous cyst with bilious fluid. The 
patient was referred.  At our facility, imaging 
was reviewed.  A 22.4 cm x 15.7 cm cyst was 
identified on the CT as was evidenced by the 
presence of the pigtail catheter used for 
decompression.  Contrast was seen in the 
biliary tree and thus, ablation was 
contraindicated (Figure 1a).  Image-guided 
aspiration was ordered to relieve symptoms 
and to exclude the possibility of 
communication with the biliary tree.  CT 
guided aspiration was completed and 
approximately 4 liters of green fluid were 
obtained.  Fluoroscopy indicated the complex 
nature of the cyst and, due to apparent 
obstruction, could not rule-out biliary tree 
communication (Figure 1b).  Ethanol ablation 
was not performed due to the inclusion of 
BCAC in the differential.  Surgical resection 
was advised.  Pre-surgical MRI noted a 21 cm 
x 21 cm x 12 cm mass with extrahepatobiliary 
septations with an obscured biliary tree, 
ruling out a simple cyst (Figure 1c). 

At operation, the cyst was found to be 15 cm 
x 20 cm and encompassed the entire midline 
and right upper quadrant of the liver. The 
cyst possessed a tense nature that made it 
impossible for the surgeon to safely reach the 
hilar structures or the hepatic veins and, thus, 
no consideration was made for en bloc 
resection. At this juncture, a sterile 
evacuation of the cyst was performed. 
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Figure 2:  Sealed attachment of the nasal 
trumpet to the BCA. Intraoperative view with 
dome of the cyst obscuring any view of the 
hilum or hepatic veins. Nasal trumpet is 
demonstrated secured to the dome of the cyst.  

 

Figure 3: Sealed drainage of the BCA. 
Decompressed cyst with the view of normal 
liver parenchyma near the nasal trumpet with 
visualization of the hepatic veins.  

 

Specifically, a nasal trumpet was surgically 
superglued to the surface of the cyst (Figure 
2). Suction was percutaneously placed in the 
nasal trumpet, completely collapsing the cyst 
and removing 3.8 liters of biliary fluid without 
spillage (Figure 3). The suction tube and 
trumpet were carefully removed and the 
contact site was over-sewn with purse-string 
to prevent any other leakage. Following the 
procedure, the hilar structure and the right 
side of the liver were visible. An 
intraoperative ultrasound of the liver was 
performed to determine the absence of 
further cystic structures. A left hepatectomy, 
segments 2, 3, and 4, was completed for 
complete sac resection.   

The patient tolerated the surgery well and 
was discharged home a week post-oprerative. 
The final pathology report identified the cyst 
to be a papillary mucinous biliary 
cystadenoma. In addition, fibrosis was noted 
in the hepatic parenchyma as well as bile duct 
proliferation consistent with large duct 
obstruction. 

Discussion 

While BCA is benign, malignant 
transformation of these lesions to BCAC has 

been reported to be as high as 20% [6], 
necessitating extreme care in management. 
Preoperative imaging, through ultrasound, CT 
and MRI, while differentiating BCA from 
simple cysts, has a diagnostic accuracy as low 
as 30%, warranting a high level of suspicion 
[7] when BCAC is in the differential.  
Preoperative core needle biopsy to detect 
malignancy is not recommended due to 
limited accuracy and the risk of seeding and 
dissemination [7]. Thus, complete resection 
upon the suspicion of BCA/BCAC is warranted 
[5].  

While most BCA arise from the intrahepatic 
biliary system [1] and range from 1.5 cm to 
35 cm [8], the location of the cyst within the 
liver determines the appropriate surgical 
intervention [8].  Formal resection can be a 
reasonable option for peripheral lesions; 
however, enucleation may be the only option 
for centrally located lesions involving central 
vascular or biliary structures [3].  In this case, 
the mass was relatively large and obscured 
the primary hepatic vascular structures, 
making resection and enucleation difficult and 
dangerous, if not impossible. The only option 
was to drain the cyst so that the essential 
anatomic structures could be appropriately 
visualized for the resection.  
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All procedures currently in use for draining 
cysts have the possibility of leakage, and as 
such portend morbidity. Leakage in removal 
of teratomas, noted in greater than 13% of 
cases, can cause peritonitis leading to 
resultant adhesion formation and bowel 
dysfunction [9]. In the management of other 
gynecologic cysts where histology is 
uncertain, particularly ovarian cysts, 
ultrasound or CT-guided aspiration cannot be 
recommended as it might lead to 
dissemination of malignant cells [10]. Similar 
issues are seen in the management of giant 
hydatid cysts [11, 12].  In fact, many authors 
agree that, while there are various 
innovations in the form of suction devices to 
enable controlled suction of contents with 
minimal spillage, these devices may not be 
easily available and are very often ineffective 
[12].  

In the liver, management of simple cysts 
includes laparoscopic deroofing and alcohol 
sclerotherapy; however, management of 
other cysts is more complex [13] and 
diagnostic uncertainty should result in surgical 
resection to assure a neoplastic condition, 
such as cystadenoma or cystadenocarcinoma, 
is not allowed to persist [14].  When surgical 
resection is not an option, as in the case 
presented here, other procedures must be 
used.  In this case, as critical structures were 
obscured by the cyst, aspiration prior to 
resection was the only option. In considering 
means for aspiration, many procedures and 
products claim to successfully minimize the 
possibility of cyst content leakage with ‘leak 
proof lids’; however, they reduce, but don’t 
eliminate, the possibility of leakage, 
particularly at the site of puncture.  This is 
unacceptable in the setting of a potentially 
malignant lesion. Thus, the need for the 
described procedure. 

The nasal trumpet was a perfect implement 
to assist in the drainage as the flat end of the 
trumpet, once superglued to the cyst, creates 
a seal that, when the cyst is punctured 
through the trumpet, would not allow cystic 

fluids to leak into the belly. An environment in 
which the cyst could be safely drained to 
facilitate complete surgical resection was then 
created.  As noted, once the cyst had been 
drained, the trumpet was removed and the 
attachment site was securely sutured to 
prevent any leakage of remaining fluid.  This 
allowed for removal of the cyst from the 
sterile field without any spillage, thus 
completely eliminating the possibility of 
seeding.  

Given the uncertainty in pre-operative 
diagnosis of BCA and the possibility of BCAC, 
all potential BCA should be treated as if they 
were malignant, with safety protocols in place 
to avoid seeding the belly with the potentially 
malignant cystic fluids. Based on the location 
of the cyst, or when complications arise 
during the resections of these cysts, it is 
necessary to develop innovative mechanisms 
to assure optimal patient outcomes. We 
report the use of a nasal trumpet providing a 
successful, cost-effective and safe alternative 
when such surgical difficulties arise in 
resection of these lesions.  

Learning Points 

1) Biliary cystadenomas and 
cystadenocarcinomas are rare cystic 
neoplasms that should be differentiated 
prior to surgical removal; if this is not 
possible, complete en bloc surgical 
removal is essential. 

2) Enucleation may be the only option for 
centrally located lesions involving 
vascular or biliary structures, or in 
situations where critical structures cannot 
be appropriately visualized; it is essential 
that leakage be completely prevented to 
avoid seeding of the peritoneal cavity.   

3) Many procedures claim to successfully 
minimize the possibility of cyst content 
leakage andmany of the suction devices 
are equipped with ‘leak proof lids’; 
however, these don’t eliminate the 
possibility of leakage at the site of 
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puncture which is unacceptable in the 
setting of a potentially malignant lesion. 

4) All potential BCA should be treated as if 
they were malignant, with safety 
protocols in place to avoid seeding the 
belly with the potentially malignant cystic 
fluids. 

5) The nasal trumpet was a perfect 
implement to assist in the drainage as 
the flat end of the trumpet, once 
superglued to the cyst, creates a seal 
that, when the cyst is punctured through 
the trumpet, would not allow cystic fluids 
to leak into the belly. 
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